Capt. Smith: report, Pnr 3-1, also Pnr 3 2nd meeting: enclosures - 2 reports sent to

Capt. Smith, reject - Free work load
studys & measurement impossible for cryptmeye but they are in absolute, overall majority. Traffic
marking, accounting, filing, indexing, extracting
logging, routing - is in great majority, especially
in BTr, Bf, BI, C Branch, message center.
There are code room techniques which may be shortened, C Branch distributes &
checking procedures, wage fixing and
shaping methods in C Branch and
supply, administration, procedures, etc.

IBM methods probably can't be shortened.

1. Get most of least personnel
2. Keeping people from resigning
   prevent, manpower waste in training
   for replacement
3. Morale a problem: committee?